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2022/23 Committee 

President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

Committee Member 
Committee Member 
Committee Member 
Committee Member 

Patron 

 

These are the names, roles and contact
phone numbers of the people who have
been voted in by you, our members, as
your representatives for the year
2022/23 at the most recent AGM. It's
their role to run the club sustainably.

There is also a range sub-committee
active within the Taupo Branch consisting
of volunteer range officers wo look after
things during the club's shooting events. 

  

Club Committee 

Mark Bridgman McMillan   
Phil Caira
Mike Bailey
Kath Keeley                          
Craig Munro  

Allan Jackson 
Brad Ramsay
Steven Borburgh 
Saran Tepavac 

Curly Elmiger 

027 2909319  
021 746 544 
027 526 1711
021 035 4455
021 7105 19

021 140 6475
027 326 5592   
021 188 4025
021 0244 6332

027 4800869 

Online, you can find us on: 

Website: nzdataupo.org.nz
Facebook: @nzdataupo.org.nz
Instagram: @nzdataupo  

To contact the NZDA Taupo Branch: 

Phone  Phil on 021 746 544 or send an
email to: secretary@nzdataupo.org.nz 
NZDA Taupo branch address: 62 Mountain Road

https://nzdataupo.org.nz/
https://www.facebook.com/www.nzdataupo.org.nz
https://www.instagram.com/nzdataupo/
https://www.instagram.com/nzdataupo/


As your VP and Sponsorship Officer, it is unfortunate that I must advise the resignation of our elected President
Mark Bridgman McMillan, Secretary Kath Keeley and fellow Vice President Mike Bailey. All of whom have
resigned from their positions on the committee. This was unexpected and a shock to all the remaining
committee members.

Both Mark & Kath have put a huge amount of time and effort into the club over the last 18-odd months, which I
am sure has come with a lot of sacrifices and no doubt stress, culminating in their resignations. I want to thank
them for their service to the Taupo NZDA, they have done some great work for the club in that time. I have a
huge amount of respect for Mark and Kath, and I respect their decisions to step down from their positions. 

As your current VP my role now is to become the Interim President
of the club and steer us towards the AGM next year. For the sake
of transparency, and to quell any rumours, this was not something
I have asked, nor wished for. 

Mark in fact approached me to join the 2021-22 year committee,
where I served as sponsorship officer. I was then asked by Trevor
Chappell, prior to the this year’s AGM, to stand for VP; this was
encouraged by both Mark and Kath. 

Standing was not an easy decision to make, my wife and I run a
business and have a family to raise. As a hunter, father and
business owner my time is limited. 

The remaining committee members will be holding a meeting next week to confirm interim positions as per the
requirements of the branch constitution, following this we will advise members who will hold these interim
positions until the AGM next year when nominations will be sought to fill them. Our number one task, and chief
focus, will be making sure the club is ready and compliant for the new Clubs and Ranges Legislation. 

Thankfully, Peter Miles, who has worked tirelessly, aided by several members of the range subcommittee and
outgoing president and secretary are a good way through this work already. Mark and Kath will be doing a
hand-over of administration soon. I again thank Mark, Kath and Mike for their service.

Best Regards, your new Interim President 

Phil Caira
p: 021 746 544

That aside I took the VP role very seriously, as my job was to assist in running the club and support the
executive officers which I have done to the best of my ability. I've found my role as VP has been enjoyable
whilst challenging at times. 

I promise you all, that I will commit to the Interim President role until the next AGM  and again I will perform
this task to the best of my ability and as transparently as possible. I believe this club has a lot of potential,
however, the next few months between now and the AGM are going to be critical and it won't be an easy task
but then nothing worthwhile ever is.

I have spoken to a few members since the resignations and they have indicated their support and offered to
help which I thank them for. If any other members wish to contact me or if you should have any questions or
concerns feel free to call me and I will do my best to answer any questions you may have.

Interim Presidents Report
Phil Caira

 



Late October saw the return of the annual Sika Show which was held at Mystery Creek in Hamilton after a
three year break due to Covid restrictions. With more than 9,000 people attending, it is a major event on the
hunters’ calendar. After 23 years running the Sika Show, I had the luxury of being able to attend the show
and talk with many friends and contacts built up over the years without any major responsibilities. 

While there were plenty of companies with products and services on display, I believe the most important
presence was all the Foundations and Organisations representing hunters. All the exhibitors had displays of
the highest standard. Well done to Mike Penn, John Cook and their Sika Show team.

When Hunters & Habitats Club and I sold the Sika Show, we were
looking for a purchaser who held the same ideals and goals as we
had regarding the conservation and management of game animals
in New Zealand.

Both John Cook (President of H&H and the Sika Foundation) and
Mike Penn (H&H member and Sika Foundation committee member)
are both active in their association with these clubs and now the
Sika Show. They have continued the work I started, facilitating an
event that would bring all the organisations together

The Sika Show gives the hunter-led organisations the ability to
showcase the work they are doing jointly as a united front, to not
only to hunters but the political parties who are now fully aware of
the concerns hunters have regarding firearm legislation, access,
and conservation issues.

The recent successful Taupo branch Annual Prize Shoot is a
classic example. While many people came forward on the day to
help, there was an enormous amount of work to do in the weeks
leading up to the event by he range sub-committee and the
maintenance crew preparing the grounds etc and Kath, our club
secretary, to make this event a success.

Due to the amount of work required to comply with upcoming
regulations and the lack of acceptance of this by some of our
committee members as well as club members, as well as the
continued internal sabotage by certain club members, I have
decided to step down as President.

The club has a 12-acre property with assets of approximately 2.5 million dollars, and over four hundred members,
which I feel deserves far better management than is currently being afforded to it. The current club model is
outdated and is not fit for purpose, as it allows egos to run roughshod over proper management of the club. 
This in turn deters good people from participating.

The NZDA National Office as well as the Auckland branch both had stands at the Show, staffed by very
passionate and experienced members, and enjoyed good interaction with the crowd. The common trait is that
they all recognise the need to work in a professional manner, utilise the technology available, and the need to
work towards having fulltime paid staff. I believe this will be required at a local level as well, because of the
increased legal responsibilities, volunteer fatigue and the skill sets required in today’s environment.

A message from our (ex) President
Mark Bridgman McMillan



Message from Mark, continued

Many thanks, 

Mark Bridgman McMillan 
p: 027 2909319

In my view, the club needs paid people with the appropriate skills and experience to run the club as a
professional organisation. The focus of the club needs to change from where it was 20 or 30 years ago. 

Range shooting is not as popular as it was previously, but it still has a place. Subjects such as firearm
legislation, hunting access and the ability to have a well-established and popular range impact each member far
more than previously. Now with changing legislation impacting the club directly and with compliance comes a
large workload.

If you look at the amount of work that the head office is doing (the HUNTS course, advocacy, the modernisation
of systems to name a few), we need to be working on the same subjects at a local level to support not only head
office, but the whole hunting fraternity at large.

The make up of members has changed
dramatically since I joined in the early 80’s, where
people worked Monday to Friday having the
weekend off and either hunted or fished as well as
being able to regular attend Deerstalker events. 

People were able to contribute to the club be it on
the range, earthworks, tree planting etc. Now
people have million-dollar mortgages, both
parents work, and weekends are fully booked.

The structure of our club needs to change to
reflect the massive stress put on to our
organisation for us the survive and to prosper.
Other national and local organisations have been
through the same turmoil. 

The future of the club is in your hands. Your
positive support is required for this club’s future.
A future that allows it to progress and not to be
dragged down by egos and apathy. 

There are still members who relish the opportunity to create internal strife for absolutely no gain. These same
individuals do not offer an alternate option to any proposals put forward. This cannot be allowed to continue
– either contribute positively or hit the road, Jack! 

The new committee needs to face this directly and give the troublemakers the message: contribute, help the
club progress the way it has to, or leave!  

The fact that the President, Secretary and Vice-President have all resigned at the same time may give you food
for thought that all is not well, despite all the massive gains we have achieved over the last 18 months.



Taupo Branch Prize Shoot 2022 
 By Kath Keeley, Prize Shoot coordinator

The Taupo Branch 37th annual prize shoot was held on Saturday 5th November 2022. Shooting conditions on
the day were perfect. Once again, the range looked a picture thanks to Curly and Jim. I saw people sitting around
in their chairs enjoying the sun and chatting between details. Two tents were up while some sought the shade
under the trees. 

We had the morning tea set up in the Taupo Pistol Club room as well as the scoring and computer record
keeping. While working in there it was interesting to see and hear people come and go and discuss their success
or lack of with each other and as soon as a score sheet was posted they were around the window like bees round
a honey pot. 

I want to thank Saran and Hamills Taupo for the amazing
array of prizes they secured for this event from their
suppliers.  There were literally thousands of dollars’ worth 
of prizes sent in through Hamills in support of Taupo NZDA. 

I also want to thank Geoff from Hunting & Fishing Taupo for
also supporting us with some fabulous prizes and these were
some of the first to leave the prize table.

Phil from Rod & Rifle also gave us great support with
subscriptions to the awesome magazine he produces plus
more. A list of all Prize Shoot sponsors will be found a little
further on in this newsletter. 
 
If you were the winner of one of these prizes, then I ask you to please go onto their social media page and leave a
comment, and also send a thank you through to Hamills and Hunting & Fishing, and also Rod & Rifle. It is very
important that we follow through and show our appreciation for their continued support for our sport.



Taupo Branch Prize Shoot 2022 
 ~ Continued 

Entries were similar to last year with the graded and Hunter Big Bore
class attracting similar numbers. Four were juniors, and 13 Taupo
members took part. 

The event took a lot of time and effort to arrange, with much or most
of the work going on behind the scenes weeks in advance. Firstly Phil
approached companies seeking a suitable spot prize to include on
the advertising flyer. Production of a letter to send to potential
sponsors was also required for other supporters. 

The targets were ordered, letters written to the all the Branches in
the North Island notifying them of the event, and sponsors were
contacted. Meat for the BBQ was sourced and processed and
prepared for the day. 

Coleslaw made, onions cut. Catering quantities were estimated and
supplies including soft drinks for the bar and fresh food purchased. 
 
Letters to the members were sent asking for help. Grading sheets were sought, and companies were contacted by
both Phil and Saran on our behalf, and they arranged receipt of their products. Taupo businesses were contacted
and I picked them up as they came available. Some of our members kindly donated prizes or money to purchase
them.  

Lists were made, numbers counted, administration documents written, produced and printed in multiples. Range
toilets and kitchen were cleaned and rubbish gathered up. There were many trips to the range to check various
things, then to the range the night before to set up the Pistol clubroom for administration and morning tea. 

A score program was written and computer and printer taken to range. These were just a few of the jobs being
done that no-one saw happening. So a lot of work happens behind the scenes for weeks prior. 

 Thank you to those who willingly stepped up to work on the day and play
their part in our branch activity, and to those who represented the Taupo
Branch well in a friendly and helpful manner.

Thank you also to the following people who gave us a hand:

Breton who attended to observe, learn and practice being a Range Officer
(RO). He ended up working all day as an RO and the Branch appreciates your
efforts. To Alan B and Ray and also Peter who also worked all day as RO’s. 

Thank you to all the other volunteer range helpers, especially to Curly who
drove his little tractor back and forth through the day delivering the targets
to the marking office and doing the coffee & cake runs back to the butts for
the helpers.  

Also to Jeanette, who worked tirelessly in the kitchen keeping the kettle hot
and the cakes and biscuits coming as the shooters came in for refreshments. 



Taupo Branch Prize Shoot 2022 
 ~ Continued 

A huge thank you to Denise and Trevor who got up early to drive from
Te Awamutu and look after the registration desk along with Vern who
also did the target marking all day with Trevor. 

Thank you also to Neil who donated the venison and to Andrew Elmiger
for processing it free of charge for the club. It was made into fabulous
meat patties and cooked on the BBQ after the shoot.

Also to Mark (our president) who pre prepared the meat and salads at
home and scrubbed the BBQ and cooked the meal for all the shooters
and helpers at the end of the day, cleaned up the rubbish and also did
two quick trips back into town with Craig for computer downloads
because we don’t have Wifi at the range….yet!

And a huge thank to Craig our new treasurer who wrote the score
program and looked after the computer all day recording the scores as
they became available.  I would also like to thank Craig here for his
companies donation of a new set of 2 way radios to the Branch for use
at the Prize Shoot and on the range in general in the future. This
support from AccountantsPlus is greatly appreciated.

 

The weather was perfect yet again, and for those
who attended to compete, they had a marvellous day
out. There were enough prizes for everyone to leave
with two each. 

It was lovely to see Matt Veldhuizen attend yet
another of our shoots. Matt has been coming to the
Taupo prize shoot every year for as many as I can
remember, and has done well at every occasion. 

Matt showed he is still the one to try and beat, as he
shot a fantastic winning score of 151.00 in the
Hunter class Big Bore comp. 

Interestingly the numbers entered in each grade has
changed over the years, with this year having only 2
enter as A grade shooters and those two finishing
4th and 8th in the grand aggregate final. 5 were B
grade, 4 C grade and the remaining shooters were in
D grade. 



Taupo Branch Prize Shoot 2022 
 ~ Continued 

Reflecting on the scores recorded, there will
need to be some regrading of shooters next
year. 

Some people are in A grade could go down to
B grade, and some D graders should be
bumped up. Of course a shooter can always
opt to shoot in a higher grade if they wish. 

We had four juniors enter this year and
because they were too young to hold the rifle
up in all the positions they were allowed to
shoot off a rest.

All four left with a great prize bundle each of
clothing from Stoney Creek, an awesome
orange pocket/belt knife and cap and other
things from Tikka, and a freeze dried meal
from Back Country Cuisine to enjoy. 

Once these junior shooters grow a little and
can hold their rifle up to shoot, I am positive
they will be in amongst the top scorers at a
future event.

Thanks to everyone who attended and
competed and helped in any way at all. It was
really great to see new shooters as well as our
regulars and so many old friends. 

Kath Keeley, 2022 Prize Shoot coordinator 
 

 



More Photos from the 2022 Prize Shoot
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Big thanks to our Prize Shoot Sponsors 
As Kath said in her report, we would like to express a massive thanks to all the sponsors who have generously
donated a huge amount of prizes in support of our 2022 Taupo Branch Prize Shoot. These events would not be
possible without them. Most of these are local businesses and as they support us, please make sure you support
them when and where you can, too. They are listed here in alphabetical order. 

2022 Prize Shoot Sponsors 



The new Firearms Safety Code is coming and there are
some differences between the old code and the new code.
It’s important that all firearms licence holders and
applicants understand these differences. 

Incorrect handling, storage or transportation of firearms or
ammunition could leave a licence holder exposed to legal
consequences.

What’s different with the rules?

Rule three of the seven basic rules has changed to:
chamber a cartridge only when ready to fire.

Why? This change has been made to clarify the actual
meaning of the rule, as “load” could be interpreted in
different ways leading to confusion, especially for a new
firearms owner. It also aligns the rule with the training
delivered at the Firearms Safety Courses.

Rule six has changed to: store and transport firearms and
ammunition safely.

Why? Recently, police released new guidelines to support
changes to the Arms Regulations relating to the storage
and transportation of firearms. This rule was changed to
align with those updated regulations.

There are videos available on the police website that help
demonstrate how to comply with the new regulations, and
should be used in conjunction with the ’secure storage
guide for firearms and ammunition’ document. This PDF
can also be found on the police website or you can
download it here.  

 by Kath Keeley

Firearms Safety Code update
 ~ The latest from NZ Police

Do you have a digger we can use? 

To complete the earthworks at the 200m
silhouette range, we need a digger. If you have
one available, please contact Phil on 021 746 544
or vicepresident@nzdataupo.org.nz. Thank you! 

https://www.police.govt.nz/advice-services/firearms-safety-fsa
https://www.police.govt.nz/sites/default/files/publications/firearms-secure-storage-guidance.pdf
https://www.police.govt.nz/sites/default/files/publications/firearms-secure-storage-guidance.pdf


Other news from the Club and the Range 

We must have a plan for preparing an application to
have our club and shooting range certified before
24 June 2023.  

We must have enough qualified range officers to
oversee the range. 

We need to have access to a Shooting Range
Inspector (SRI) to prepare a safety assessment of
our shooting range

Our Range Standing Orders (RSOs) must be
compliant with the Arms Act and regulations. 

New Arms Amendment Regulations for
Clubs and Ranges 

Police, by Order in Council of the Governer-General,
have published the new clubs and ranges regulations.
These are the rules all shooting clubs, i.e. NZDA
branches, and range operators have to follow and
implement.

The legal obligations under regulations come into force
on 15 December 2022. You can read the published
regulations here or on legislation.govt.nz.

Police are currently preparing guidance documents and
forms on the new regulatory framework for clubs and
ranges for release on 15 December 2022. 

NZDA is in the process of reviewing these regulations
and await Police forms and guides. 

In a nutshell, this means: 

Finally, some positive news for existing
firearms licence holders 

The new Arms (Licence Holders’ Applications for
New Licences) legislation has come into effect on
29 November 2022.  

This is good news for existing firearms licence
holders, who can continue to lawfully use and
possess firearms while they wait for their
application for a new licence to be processed,
provided they applied for a new licence before their
previous licence expired.

This includes all activities associated with their
licence such as purchasing firearms, ammunition
and the continuation of endorsements.

The legislation change means if a licence holder
applies for a new licence before its expiry, the
existing licence will remain in place until they are
notified of the outcome of their licence application. 

The new firearms or dealer’s licence will commence
from the issue date rather than the expiry date of
the previous licence when it is issued after the
previous licence expired.  

For those licence holders who are currently holding
an expired licence, their licences will become
current on the 29 November, provided they applied
for a new licence before their licence expired. 

This will mean that existing licence holders are not
further impacted by the delays police are
experiencing processing licence applications. 

http://portal.deerstalkers.org.nz/pub/mail/click.php?tag=sender.eyJSRUNJUElFTlRfSUQiOiIyNjExMTU1NCJ9&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.legislation.govt.nz%2Fregulation%2Fpublic%2F2022%2F0291%2Flatest%2FLMS780161.html%3Fsearch%3Dts_act%2540bill%2540regulation%2540deemedreg_arms%2Bregulations_resel_25_a%26amp%3Bp%3D1%26bx_sender_conversion_id%3D26111554%26utm_source%3Dnewsletter%26utm_medium%3Dmail%26utm_campaign%3Dnzda_treasurers_template_message&sign=41835f2c2484f4ddfeb33c017f048b809aaa321e5f31b9288f12120c1404295b
http://portal.deerstalkers.org.nz/pub/mail/click.php?tag=sender.eyJSRUNJUElFTlRfSUQiOiIyNjExMTU1NCJ9&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.legislation.govt.nz%2Fregulation%2Fpublic%2F2022%2F0291%2Flatest%2FLMS780161.html%3Fsearch%3Dts_act%2540bill%2540regulation%2540deemedreg_arms%2Bregulations_resel_25_a%26amp%3Bp%3D1%26bx_sender_conversion_id%3D26111554%26utm_source%3Dnewsletter%26utm_medium%3Dmail%26utm_campaign%3Dnzda_treasurers_template_message&sign=41835f2c2484f4ddfeb33c017f048b809aaa321e5f31b9288f12120c1404295b
http://portal.deerstalkers.org.nz/pub/mail/click.php?tag=sender.eyJSRUNJUElFTlRfSUQiOiIyNjExMTU1NCJ9&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.legislation.govt.nz%2Fregulation%2Fpublic%2F2022%2F0291%2Flatest%2FLMS780161.html%3Fsearch%3Dts_act%2540bill%2540regulation%2540deemedreg_arms%2Bregulations_resel_25_a%26amp%3Bp%3D1%26bx_sender_conversion_id%3D26111554%26utm_source%3Dnewsletter%26utm_medium%3Dmail%26utm_campaign%3Dnzda_treasurers_template_message&sign=41835f2c2484f4ddfeb33c017f048b809aaa321e5f31b9288f12120c1404295b


More from the Club and the Range 

Interclub Shooting Competition 

Congrats to the Taupo Pistol Club on winning and
retaining the trophy of the NZDA/Pistol Club challenge
again this year. Here is Alan Bullick, NZDA Range Officer,
presenting the trophy. 

The picture of the targets on the stand are what we shot
at for the NZDA part of the competition. Four different
animals, and they all proved very tricky to hit!! The final
team scores were: 

Taupo Pistol Club: 3827
NZDA Taupo Branch:  2849

Join us on Sunday for the Christmas Shoot
Our Club Christmas Shoot and BBQ is planned for this Sunday, December 4. We're
aiming for a 10.00am start. It will be a fun/novelty team shoot followed by a BBQ
lunch and social time to finish off the year on the range. Kids can shoot from a rest. 
All Rimfire shooting. Our guests, The Lake Taupo Caravan Club, will be taking part also
and their team of happy campers will be trying hard to out shoot us. See you there! 



Tihoi Venture School Boys enjoy a Shoot

A group of boys from Tihoi Venture School, an
adventure camp for Year 10 students who attend St
Paul’s Collegiate School, had some fun shooting at the
rifle range in October. Alan Bullick shared the photos. 



Taupo Branch of the NZDA has to be the envy of the country with our rifle range shooting complex right on our
doorstep. It is an asset that many clubs around New Zealand would give almost anything to own, and each
consecutive elected committee has held a huge responsibility to maintain and improve it for the membership. 

The work the new President and I along with the committee undertook in 2021 was at times, demanding and
rewarding and some absolutely necessary, and I thoroughly enjoyed seeing Taupo Branch being brought up to
date with the adoption of new technology and methods, and being a part of the forward thinking, planning and
development team. 

A message from our (ex) Secretary 
Kath Keeley

 

Since the 2021 AGM the committee led by Mark, has
achieved so much. Firstly our membership has increased
rapidly and currently stands at 420 plus and climbing. We
have achieved a long list of improvements the club can be
proud of, and I will mention some of them now.

We started by upgrading and updating our website by
employing a professional who is well experienced to
undertake this important role. 

We revamped our online presence by way of Social Media
with Facebook and Instagram. This is a valuable investment
in this day and age. Internet access is still on the agenda
and hopefully will be available in the near future.

The Branch Constitution was in desperate need for updating and we were still operating under the original
document produced in 1959. After many months of work, this is now complete and the club can be proud to have
a modern constitution written in plain English. 

A new professionally produced Newsletter was introduced, and it is something we can now be proud of and has
continued to receive positive feedback from around NZ. It presents the Branch in a professional manner as a
strong forward looking club. This year after just one year of publishing, Taupo Branch was awarded second place
in the best newsletter of the Association.

Extensive work has been completed on the range under the
guidance of Peter Miles to bring it up to standard and
consequently meeting the new regulations required by the NZ
Police. We are well on the way to being fully prepared for the
June 2023 deadline. 

The indoor range is currently undergoing an upgrade with new
lighting installed and a complete renovation is planned for this
summer. 

The recently logged area on the flat land on the range has
been cleared of all remnants of the old trees and is in the
process of being transformed into a flat grassed area with
shade trees, a playground for children and family use, an area
where caravans and campervans can park over when future
planned events – both national and international - take place,
and possibly a couple of huts for hunters or HUNTS members
use and a small ablution block. 



The Annual prize giving was held this year at the club room where we also brought back the Roaring competition.
Another successful Prize Shoot showed a $1,400 profit for the club. Xero has been adopted for our accounting
and financial planning, thus making it so much easier to keep track of the branches finances and plan for the
future by the treasurer.

Three years of continued work with the National Shooting Representative and member of the National Association
Board, saw the adoption by the NZDA at the 2022 Conference of the new shooting discipline - Lever Action
Silhouettes. When work on one of the TPC ranges in complete Taupo Branch will be in the position to host an
inaugural event. 

This has been a long term goal of mine, since I was asked by Australia to establish LAS in New Zealand with the
view to a biannual Trans-Tasman competition. Long term friends of mine and Australian champions in NSW first
introduced me to the discipline many years ago, and they will be some of the first to travel to Taupo to shoot
against a NZ team at our Taupo Complex when the time comes.

A lot more work has been completed for the branch but I
have just outlined some of what has been happening.  But
more is to be done with new NZ Police regulations about
to hit us in June next year.  Now is not a time to be timid.

While we have worked very hard for you and the club over
the past 18 months, these things did not happen easily.

Message from Kath
 ~ Continued

Ideas for the use for this area had been canvassed in a
members survey the committee undertook earlier this year
and members were impressed with the positive idea’s we
had.

Our valuable and historic club trophies are now retired and
replace with a new modern small trophy which the recipient
can keep as a continued reminder of their success. 

 A small but persistent vocal negative minority within the club were always there attempting to block every
forward move that I have listed above, apparently without any thought for the long term benefit of the club, but
rather pushing personal agendas with every democratic decision of the committee seen as an opportunity to
undermine.  

Of course every club in the country has issues like this to deal with, and Taupo has proven to be no exception.
But they do take their toll on good members working hard doing good work for the betterment of the club in
their valuable free time as volunteers. This makes achieving any positive change extremely hard work, leaving
one wanting to ask of them – why are you in this club? 

Last week I resigned from the position of Taupo Branch Secretary. Thank you for electing me to the position at
the past two AGMS. It has been a pleasure to work for the branch over the last 18 months, a branch I first
joined in 1984.

Kath Keeley



 NZDA ensures rules, policy, regulations and codes of ethics
necessary or desirable in the best interests of the sport or NZDA.

 NZDA is made up of a body of hunters, we are as strong as our
members and their input.

 NZDA has many benefits: we have clubs, ranges, huts,
conservation projects, members only discounts, insurance and
countless other perks and deals.

Why support NZDA
 Your subs and support matters 

NZDA ensures the traditions of recreational hunting and the
rights of recreational hunters in New Zealand are protected,
advanced and advocated for in the best interests.

NZDA keeps watch, ensuring all matters pertaining to hunting in
New Zealand are public knowledge and fair.

 NZDA holds our government to account.

Why join? 

When you become an NZDA
member, you also support
COLFO (Council of Licensed
Firearms Owners).  

You support the Heritage Trust
that retains our hunting history
in NZ, you support our National
Office that advocates on your
behalf. 

You also support your local club
that voluntarily turns the lights
on every month to promote,
protect and engage with your
community about hunting.

How your subs make
a real difference 

Download the NZDA App 

TOGETHER WE ARE STRONGER. NATIONALLY WE ARE YOUR
VOICE. LOCALLY WE ARE YOUR HUNTING CLUB.

Have you downloaded the NZDA
Membership & Discount App yet? It's
available on Google Play and Apple Store.
Just sign in using your membership
number and enjoy all the benefits.


